Mobile
Smarter tools for today’s smarter employees.

Employees can stay on track while on the go, right from their smartphones. Mobile is included with Weight Watchers Online* or eTools with Monthly Pass** subscription.

Track
Get comprehensive access to weight-loss tools, info—like recipes and articles—and more with Weight Watchers Mobile App.
- Look up and track PointsPlus® values for food and activity
- Access to over 31,000 food options, meals and recipes
- Log weight and see your progress on an interactive chart
- Apps available for iPhone®, iPad® and Android

Calculate
Calculate PointsPlus® values on the fly with the PointsPlus Calculator App.
- Instant and confidential
- Apps available for Blackberry®, Android™ and Windows® Phone

We are your committed partner for a healthier workforce

Cook
Browse recipes and get step-by-step healthy cooking ideas and instructions with the Kitchen Companion App.
- Thousands of recipes with timers, visuals and easy-to-read text
- Cooking primers, technique videos and a helpful Recipe Builder
- The lowdown on ingredients, plus convenient shopping lists and at-a-glance pantry
- App available for iPad®

Scan
See how easy food shopping can be with the Barcode Scanner App.
- Scan barcodes on food packages and get accurate PointsPlus® values for thousands of additional brand name foods
- Quickly compare products, send to your tracker and add as favorites
- Apps available for iPhone® and Android™

* Each Weight Watchers Online subscription will be automatically renewed each month until cancelled.
** Monthly payment is required in advance. The subscriber will automatically be charged each month in accordance with company pricing until they cancel. Monthly Pass is sold in participating areas only; may not be accepted for local and/or At Work meetings in all areas. Available only in participating areas in the U.S. Minimum enrollment and participation required to start and maintain an At Work meeting.
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